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ABSTRACT: The organophosphate class of compounds
includes common herbicides as well as highly toxic nerve
gases whose detection is important from an environmental and
a public safety perspective. We describe here a fluorescence
turn-on sensor array for the rapid detection and quantitation of
relevant organophosphates in neutral water. The array
elements self-assemble from commercially available dyes and
PAMAM dendrimers, and sensing is based on an indicator
displacement assay. Data interpretation through pattern
recognition methods (PCA, LDA) showed excellent cluster
separation and sample classification. In addition, we were also
able to use this system for simultaneous differentiation and
quantitative analysis of methylphosphonate (a nerve gas
byproduct), glyphosate (a ubiquitous herbicide), and inorganic phosphate over a wide range of concentrations (10 μM to 2
mM).

■ INTRODUCTION

Organophosphates are a class of compounds frequently used as
herbicides, pesticides and chemical warfare agents. Glyphosate
is an example of an organophosphate widely used as herbicide
in agriculture,1 whose overuse causes adverse effects to animals2

and aquatic vegetation,3 and may cause the proliferation of
breast cancer in humans.4 Another important class of
organophosphates are the sarin, soman, and VX nerve agents,
extremely toxic chemical warfare agents that act as non-
competitive acetylcholinesterase inhibitors.5

The widespread use of organophosphate herbicides and the
public safety concern regarding chemical warfare agents have
made the detection and quantitative determination of organo-
phosphates and their degradation products a very desirable
goal. Numerous attempts have been made to develop such
methods.6 Instrumental analyses such as chromatography and
mass spectrometry are most frequently used;7 these approaches,
however, require large and expensive instruments and trained
operators. Other methods have also been proposed, such as
fluorescent8 and colorimetric detection,9 the use of carbon
nanotubes,10 electrochemical analysis,11 surface acoustic wave
devices,12 microcantilevers,13 and protein nanopores.14

Although significant progress has been made, these techniques
have not yet met the demands of throughput, cost, sensitivity
and ease of operation.
Array sensing techniques15 have been recently applied in this

field as well, leading to examples of detection of herbicides,16

nerve agent simulants and other toxic gases.17 However, the
systems reported so far crucially rely on complex, highly
specialized molecular probes that impose a significant synthetic

burden on the prospective user; simpler methods with
comparable or improved detection capability are highly
desirable.
We have previously demonstrated that a sensing ensemble

assembled from a hyperbranched polymer and a fluorescent dye
is able to discriminate biologically relevant phosphates in
neutral water using multivariate detection.18 Inspired by that
work, we have developed a fluorescent turn-on sensing array
that can differentiate organophosphate herbicides and nerve
agent related compounds in water solution at neutral pH. The
compound panel on which we focused is shown in Figure 1. In
addition to the herbicide glyphosate (Roundup), we included
pinacolyl methyl phosphonate (PMP) and ethyl methylphosph-
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Figure 1. Organophosphates targeted in this study, shown in their
protonation state in water at pH 7.4.
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onate (EMP), the immediate degradation products of soman
and agent VX, respectively. Methylphosphonate was also
included because this compound is formed by hydrolysis of
organophosphate nerve agents and of byproducts of nerve gas
manufacture;19 as such, its presence is excellent evidence of the
use, storage or manufacture of these chemical warfare agents.20

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first array sensing
system assembled from commercially available building blocks
that can detect a wide range of organophosphates including
compounds relevant as herbicides and as evidence of nerve gas
manufacture and use. Moreover, the proposed sensing system
functions in neutral water, typically a challenging medium for
supramolecular sensing, but the most relevant to practical
analysis of such target compounds.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our supramolecular sensing system employs an indicator
displacement assay21 based on the displacement of a dye from a
host−dye complex (Figure 3). An amine-terminated poly-
(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer with 1,2-diaminoethane
core was used as the host. These polycationic polymers are
known to uptake dye molecules22 and phosphates.23 We used a
generation 5 (G5) PAMAM dendrimer as we found this size to
be the best compromise between high binding affinity and
affordability; in fact, smaller dendrimers display too low binding
affinity for the target anions for use at micromolar
concentration. On the other hand, although larger dendrimers
may display higher affinity for the phosphate analytes, their
high cost would be a significant drawback for the practicability
of the proposed method.
We then chose fluorescein (F) and 4-methylumbelliferyl

phosphate (MUP), both highly fluorescent dianions in water at
neutral pH (Figure 2), to construct two dendrimer−dye

complexes, (G5•Fn) and (G5•MUPm), to use as the sensing
elements in a two-member sensor array. The fluorescence of
fluorescein and 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate is quenched
upon binding to G5 (see Supporting Information). In the
presence of the target organophosphates, the indicators are
displaced from their complex and their fluorescence is revived
(Figure 3). For a given analyte concentration, the extent of
displacement and fluorescence recovery depend on the affinity
of each guest for the dendrimer host.
All experiments presented hereafter have been carried out in

water solution buffered to pH 7.4 with HEPES (50 mM). A
fluorescence titration experiment was performed to confirm the
displacement behavior; a representative example is shown in
Figure 4. The emission of fluorescein is first quenched upon
binding to G5 to form the sensing ensemble (G5•Fn). The
(G5•Fn) complex then displays fluorescence turn-on behavior

in the presence of methylphosphonate (MPA). Figure 4
(bottom) shows that the emission is dramatically revived by
the addition of aliquots of MPA to a solution of the (G5•Fn)
sensing ensemble, until the emission of free fluorescein is
reached, indicating that MPA has fully displaced the indicator
from the dendrimer−indicator complex. Comparable results
were obtained with 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP, see
Supporting Information).
Similar fluorescence titrations were also carried out for

glyphosate (GlyP), ethyl methylphosphonate (EMP), pinacolyl
methylphosphonate (PMP) and Na2HPO4 to test the response
of the (G5•Fn) sensing ensemble to our panel of analytes. The
five targets display differential displacement behavior, as
indicated by the fluorescence recovery profiles shown in Figure
5, but the (G5•Fn) sensing ensemble alone is not quite capable
of differentiating these analytes. To capture more information,
we turned to 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP, see Figure
2). This dye is commonly used in biological applications,24 and
it is of particular interest to us because it contains a phosphate
moiety that makes it similar to our target analytes. Sensing
ensembles (G5•Fn) and (G5•MUPm) were then employed to
construct a sensor array, which was used for qualitative as well
as quantitative recognition studies of organophosphates.
We monitored the response of the (G5•Fn) and

(G5•MUPm) ensembles in the presence of organophosphates
through absorbance, fluorescence intensity and fluorescence
anisotropy measurements at different wavelengths. These
studies were conducted on a multimode microwell plate reader
for rapid data acquisition in an array format. We first tested the
two-component sensor array with the five selected phosphates
at 800 μM analyte concentration. Twelve replicates of each
sample were measured. The raw experimental response is
summarized visually in Figure 6 (see also Supporting
Information for further details). The rich differential
information contained in the response was evaluated using

Figure 2. Fluorescent indicators used in the dendrimer-dye sensing
elements of the proposed sensing array.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of fluorescence modulation caused by
the competitive binding between the quenched G5−dye complexes
and the organophosphate analytes.
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statistical methods for data reduction and classification, namely
principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant
analysis (LDA).25 Both algorithms are well established and

implemented in common data analysis software (e.g., Minitab,
SyStat, Mathematica, Matlab, Origin PRO, SPSS).
The experimental data set was then subjected to principal

component analysis and data reduction. The resulting two-
dimensional PCA score plot (Figure 7) shows clear clustering

of the data using only the first two principal components
(representing 82.3% of the total variance), with excellent
discriminatory capacity. The large distance between clusters in
the PCA score plot reflects a significant differential response of
the sensing system to the organophosphates.
In an attempt to take advantage of the information not

captured by the first two principal components, we explored the
use of three principal components instead. In this case the data
can be represented in a three-dimensional plot (not shown),
which would capture 90.6% of the total variance. Unfortunately,
however, we observed no significant improvement in the
clustering or dispersion; on the other hand, the 3D plot
suffered from a marked reduction in readability, so we
abandoned that route. Analyte concentrations higher than
800 μM were also successfully subjected to analysis with results
comparable to the 800 mM case.
The PCA score plot in Figure 7 hints toward the chemical

origin of the array’s differential response. Two “superclusters”
emerge at first glance, the first containing the PMP and EMP
monoanions, and the second containing the MPA, GlyP and
hydrogen phosphate dianions. Since the dendrimer is known to
engage primarily in electrostatic interactions with its guests,22a

Figure 4. Fluorescence recovery upon binding of organophosphates.
(Top) Emission spectra of solutions containing free fluorescein (blue),
the (G5•Fn) complex (black), and the complex in the presence of
varying amounts of MPA (gray spectra, from black to green).
(Bottom) Profile of the change in emission as a function of [MPA] at
520 nm (λex = 485 nm).

Figure 5. Displacement of fluorescein (F) from its (G5•Fn) complex
by GlyP, MPA, EMP, PMP and phosphate as a function of anion
concentration. [F] = 2.0 × 10−6 M, [G5] = 1.0 × 10−6 M.

Figure 6. A visual map of the array’s experimental response to the
target phosphates (800 μM), highlighting its rich cross-reactive
behavior. “A” refers to an absorbance measurement, “F” to
fluorescence emission, and “P” to fluorescence anisotropy.

Figure 7. PCA score plot for the analysis of five phosphates at
[analytes] = 800 μM. Ellipsoids are drawn at 95% confidence.
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it makes good chemical sense that the major point of
differentiation between these groups of anions is their charge.
As the differentiation among these superclusters is most
pronounced along PC1, we hypothesize that overall guest
charge is a significant contributor to this component. It is also
interesting to note that ethyl- (EMP) and pinacolyl
methylphosphonate (PMP) are well differentiated by the
array, even though their structures only differ in the
phosphoester moiety. By the same token, it is also remarkable
that methylphosphonate (MPA) and hydrogen phosphate are
very clearly differentiated by the array as well.
Given the excellent clustering and classification shown above

for an 800 μM analyte concentration, we also tested the array’s
response to these analytes at a lower concentration (500 μM)
(Figure 8). In this case, the first two principal components from

PCA analysis captured 97.3% of the total variance. Although the
classification accuracy inevitably decreased, the array was still
able to discriminate between all analytes. Unsurprisingly, the
system struggled to discriminate between the most similar
among the analytes proposed, EMP and PMP, whose structural
differences have little bearing on their interaction with the host.
The multidimensional response data set obtained at 800 μM

was further evaluated using linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
a statistical method whose purpose is to provide the tightest
clustering, separated by the largest possible intercluster
distance. Indeed, a score plot constructed using the first two
canonical factors obtained from LDA analysis shows excellent
clustering and improved dispersion over the PCA results for the
same data set (Figure 9). Furthermore, cross-validation routines
can be used on LDA results to assess a system’s ability to
classify sample observations. In this case, a leave-one-out
validation routine reported 100% accuracy for the classification
of all organophosphates at 800 μM concentration (see
Supporting Information), an impressive results for such a
simple system.
Once we verified that the minimal sensor array under

investigation can differentiate the targeted organophosphates,
we decided to use this method to measure analyte
concentrations using this method. On the basis of the superior
results obtained with LDA over PCA, we selected the former
method for our quantitative studies, to make the most of the

small differences induced in the experimental data by changes
in analyte concentration.
We first carried out a quantitative analysis of methylphosph-

onate (MPA) at concentrations ranging from 10 μM to 2 mM.
Six concentration values were selected in that range and eight
replicates were measured for each concentration, for a total of
48 samples containing MPA. Linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) was then applied to the concentration-dependent
response. The resulting two-dimensional LDA score plot
(Figure 10) yielded a clear separation of the clusters of

replicates, sorting them according to their concentration, and
successfully accomplishing concentration-dependent discrim-
ination. The process was repeated with comparable results for
glyphosate (Figure 11) and Na2HPO4 (see Supporting
Information), attesting to the array’s ability to determine the
concentration of organic and inorganic phosphates of
extensively different structures.
Jack-knife cross-validation routines showed 96% correct

classification of individual samples according to their
concentration for both methylphosphonate and glyphosate. In

Figure 8. PCA score plot for the analysis of five phosphates at
[analytes] = 500 μM. Ellipsoids are drawn at 95% confidence.

Figure 9. LDA score plot for the analysis of five phosphates at
[analyte] = 800 μM. Note the tighter clustering and improved
dispersion over the PCA results on the same data set. Ellipsoids are
drawn at 95% confidence.

Figure 10. LDA score plot for the quantitative response of the sensor
array to samples of methylphosphonate. [MPA] = 10 μM to 2 mM.
Ellipsoids are drawn at 95% confidence.
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both cases, one sample from each of the two lowest
concentration clusters was misidentified (see Supporting
Information for full validation results).
These positive outcomes encouraged us to attempt to use the

system to identify an analyte and determine its concentration
simultaneously. We concentrated on testing three representa-
tive organophosphates: methylphosphonate (MPA), the
ultimate hydrolysis product of the sarin, soman and VX nerve
gases; glyphosate (GlyP), a widely used organophosphate
herbicide; and the inorganic hydrogen phosphate anion
HPO4

2−, a common nontoxic phosphate. These analytes were
tested at nine concentrations, ranging from 10 μM to 2 mM.
We analyzed the resulting data set with principal component

and linear discriminant analysis to determine which algorithm
best fit the problem at hand. Although LDA had given superior
results in qualitative analyses (Figure 9), PCA turned out to be
the better performer in this case. The PCA results were used to
generate the concentration response functions shown in Figure
12. Each point on these curves was calculated by averaging the
scores of all sample replicates from a specific analyte/

concentration combination; the response functions were then
represented as concentration-dependent “trajectories”.
It is worth noting at this point that, although these

trajectories do describe the response of the array to a change
in analyte concentration, they are not mere calibration curves;
in fact, in addition to concentration information, these
trajectories also contain information about the identity of each
analyte. The trajectories shown in Figure 12 indicate that the
nature of each analyte can be correctly identified even at
concentrations at the lower end of the range. In short, the
position of an unknown sample on the score plot provides
information about both the nature and the concentration of the
analyte that generated it. The data shown in Figure 12
demonstrates that the response from this two-component
sensor array is both qualitative and quantitative: the array is
able to discriminate three phosphates and report on their
concentration over a wide range comprising 10 μM to 2 mM.
As a point of reference, the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency has established a maximum contaminant level (MCL)
of 0.7 mg/L for glyphosate in drinking water;26 a 0.5 ppm
guideline for sarin’s toxic threshold has long been established
by the U.S. Department of the Army.27 In this study, the limits
of detection for GlyP, MPA, and Na2HPO4 were found to be
0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 mg/L respectively, indicating that our method
is sensitive enough to detect nerve gas simulants and hydrolysis
products and herbicides at concentrations below levels that
pose a health risk, so it can be used practically for simultaneous
monitoring of multiple contaminants.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the use of a very simple sensor array
including the two (G5•Fn) and (G5•MUPm) sensing elements,
prepared through self-assembly of commercially available
starting materials, in itself a first for the detection of
organophosphates. We showed that several organophosphates
such as methylphosphonate, glyphosate, pinacolyl methyl-
phosphonate, and ethyl methylphosphonate are successfully
recognized by the array, and easily differentiated from inorganic
phosphate: pattern recognition results (PCA, LDA) showed
clean cluster resolution and excellent sample classification.
Furthermore, we successfully performed quantitative analysis
for a nerve agent simulant, a herbicide, and a ubiquitous
phosphate, showing that our simple array was able to report on
the nature and concentration of these compounds over a wide
range (10 μM to 2 mM).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case of

recognition and quantitation of organophosphates in neutral
aqueous solution using a sensing array assembled from
commercially available building blocks. In view of the
affordability and ready availability of the dendrimer and
fluorescent indicators used here, and as a result of the modular
nature of the self-assembled sensing ensembles used, we believe
that these results pave the way for the development of simple
high-throughput assays for the detection of organophosphates
in environmental and safety applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Amine-terminated PAMAM dendrimers with ethylenediamine core of
generation 5 were purchased from Dendritech, Inc. and received as
MeOH solutions. 4-Methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP) and
HEPES buffer (free acid) were purchased from VWR. Fluorescein,
methylphosphonate, glyphosate, ethyl methylphosphonate, pinacolyl
methylphosphonate and disodium phosphate were purchased from

Figure 11. LDA score plot for the quantitative response of the sensor
array to samples of glyphosate. [GlyP] = 10 μM to 2 mM. Ellipsoids
are drawn at 95% confidence.

Figure 12. Response of the sensor array to three relevant phosphates
over a concentration range spanning 10 μM to 2 mM. Specific
concentration values are indicated in the figure; concentration
increases left-to-right in the plot.
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Sigma-Aldrich. Materials were used as received without further
purification. All experiments were carried out in water buffered to
pH 7.4 with 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES, 50 mM).
Displacement titrations such as that of the (G5•Fn) ensemble with

organophosphates reported in Figure 5 were carried out on benchtop
instruments as well as on a microplate reader. In the former case,
fluorescence measurements were carried out on an ISS PC1
spectrofluorimeter equipped with monochromators for wavelength
selection and calibrated manual slits for resolution control, high-
aperture Glan-Thompson calcite polarizers, and a 300 W high-pressure
xenon arc lamp.
All the array spectroscopic data presented in this paper was acquired

on a BioTek Synergy II multimode microwell plate reader, capable of
measuring steady-state fluorescence intensity, fluorescence polarization
(through bandpass filter sets and plastic sheet polarizers), and
absorbance spectra (through a monochromator). Experiments were
performed in nontreated (medium binding) 96-well plates with black
walls and clear flat bottoms. Fluids were dispensed by hand using
Eppendorf Research multichannel pipettors and disposable plastic tips.
In a typical pattern recognition experiment, the 96-well (12 × 8)

plates were laid out as follows: one row was split between six free dye
replicates and six G5-indicator replicates; a second row was filled with
buffer to use as an optical blank. Five rows were used for the analytes
of interest (Na2HPO4, GlyP, MPA, PMP and EMP).
The data acquired using the BioTek multimode microwell plate

reader included single-wavelength absorbance, nonpolarized fluores-
cence emission, and fluorescence polarization measurements. In the
case of fluorescence, the gain was adjusted automatically so that the
highest reading from each plate reached 85% of the instrument full
scale. Both absorbance and fluorescence emission raw data points were
blanked by subtracting the average reading for the wells containing
buffer. In the case of the (G5•Fn) ensemble, absorbance was collected
at the following wavelengths: 460, 470, 500, 510, and 520 nm.
Fluorescence intensity was collected in the following channels (λex/
λem): 380/560, 485/580, 485/560, 516/560, and 516/580 nm.
Fluorescence anisotropy was collected in the following channels
(λex/λem): 485/560, 485/580 nm. In the case of the (G5•MUPm)
ensemble, absorbance was collected at 320 nm; fluorescence intensity
was collected with excitation at 380 nm and emission at 450 nm. The
data for qualitative and quantitative analyses were then processed
without any further pretreatment, using the PCA and LDA algorithms
implemented in theMinitab and SyStat software packages, respectively.
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UV−visible and fluorescence spectra, binding and displacement
studies on 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphates, further results
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